Cruise

Level: Easy  email: loudfeetdancer@gmail.com
Sequence: ABC ABC A D C A  youtube: loudfeetdancer
Country--76 BPM

Hold 8

A (16 counts)
(4) 2 Basics  DS-RS
(4) Fancy Double  DS-DS-RS-RS

B (16 counts)
(16) 2 Cowboys  DS-DS-DS-Br SI-DS-RS-RS

C (32 counts)
(4) 2 Kentucky Drags  DS-Dr St(xf)
(2) 2 Basic  DS-RS
(2) Slur Step  DS-Slur St
(8) Clogover Vine  DS-DS(xf)-DS-DS(xb)-DS-DS(xf)-DS-RS
(4) 2 Kentucky Drags  DS-Dr St(xf)
(2) Basic  DS-RS
(2) Slur Step  DS-Slur St

REPEAT A (8 counts)  2 Basics, Fancy Double

REPEAT B (16 counts)  2 Cowboys

REPEAT C (32 counts)  2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step, 2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step,
Clogover Vine, 2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step

REPEAT A (16 counts)  2 Basics, Fancy Double, 2 Basics, Fancy Double

D (36 counts)
(4) 2 Pushoff  DS-RS-RS-RS
(4) Triple  DS-DS-DS-RS (3/4 R)
(4) Forward and Back  DS-Br SI-DS-RS
(4) 2 Pushoff  DS-RS-RS-RS
(4) Triple  DS-DS-DS-RS (3/4 R)

REPEAT C (48 counts)  2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step, 2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step,
2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step, 2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step,
Clogover Vine, 2 Kentucky Drags, Basic, Slur Step

REPEAT A (16 counts)  2 Basics, Fancy Double, 2 Basics, Fancy Double